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In order to improve the prediction capability of confinement properties in burning plasmas with intensive
electron heating, we have re-visited the DB3v10 International H-mode Confinement Database with emphasis
on the temperature ratio Te/Ti and considerations on kinetic profiles. It was thereby found that the impact of
Te/Ti is more apparent for discharges with peaked density profiles. Namely, HH factor improves with an increase
of peakedness in the density profile for Te/Ti < 1, whereas it tends to deteriorate with the density peaking
for Te/Ti > 1. The confinement scaling with a contribution of Te/Ti was also elaborated. In addition, the
influence of Te/Ti described above was examined qualitatively with GS2 and GLF23 codes, which provided
results corroborating the performed regression analysis, indicating the interplay of ITG and TEM in the turbulence
transport.
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1. Introduction
It is doubtless that scaling expressions for the ther-

mal energy confinement carry a significant role in fusion
research. Amongst them, the most well-known and estab-
lished is IPB98(y,2) [1], which was elaborated based on the
international H-mode database compiled under the ITPA
framework and applied to ITER predictions. Although the
database is enormous, being composed of global confine-
ment data from 19 tokamaks in the world, a large fraction
of the discharges are dominantly ion-heated. On the other
hand, it is pointed out that electron heating substantially
degrades the high performance discharges [2]. In particu-
lar, an intensive electron heating by fusion alphas is antic-
ipated in burning plasmas [3]. Hence, the utmost objective
of our work is to resolve the underlying physics pertain-
ing to the influence of electron heating and quantitatively
define the influence of Te/Ti on the confinement, in order
to improve the prediction capability for ITER and fusion
reactors. Here, profile effects have also been incorporated,
as they are regarded prerequisite [1, 4], and we thus aim to
establish a confinement scaling with considerations of the
profile effect.

The international H-mode confinement database has
been revisited, and the influence of Te/Ti on the confine-
ment in the database has been examined. In addition to the
regression analysis using the database, simulation analy-
sis using GS2 [5] and GLF23 [6] models have been under-
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taken. Comparison of simulation results with the database-
analysis results has been made to understand the effects of
Te/Ti and density peakedness on the turbulent transport and
confinement performance.

2. Evidence of Te/Ti Effect and Pro-
file Contributions in Global Con-
finement Database
We have firstly extracted 317 data from JET and 81

data from ASDEX Upgrade (AUG), out of the DB3v10
H-mode Database [1, 7] i.e., no transport barriers inside.
Several data of AUG are corrected a little [8]. The per-
centage of the points in Te0/Ti0 < 1 region is 68%. Here,
subscript ‘0’ represents the quantities evaluated at the
plasma center. The major discharge parameters therein
considered are as follows. In data from JET, 1.5 <
Ip[MA]< 5.1, 1.2 < Bt[T]< 3.8, 1.1< neL[1019 m−3]< 5.6,
2.8< q95 < 5.7, 1.5< κa < 1.8, and 0.29< δ< 0.58, and in
data from AUG, 0.59< Ip[MA]< 1.3, 1.5< Bt[T]< 3.1,
3.3< neL [1019 m−3]< 9.7, 3.0< q95 < 6.9, 1.5<κa < 1.7,
and 0.10< δ< 0.29. Here, Ip, Bt, neL, q95, κa and δ
are plasma current, toroidal magnetic field, line average
electron density, safety factor at 95% flux surface, el-
lipticity, and triangularity, respectively. The range of
Te0/Ti0 is 0.5< Te0/Ti0 < 1.5, and the density range was
limited below 60% of Greenwald density nGW[1020m−3]=
Ip/πa2[MAm−2], in order to avoid concerns other than the
transport. Based on the results of JT-60U experiments re-
ported in Ref. 2, we have intuitively divided the whole data
into two groups of different peakedness in the density pro-
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file; one in the range 1.0< ne0/neL < 1.1 and the other in
1.1< ne0/neL < 1.6. Namely, the electron density profile is
flat in the first group and peaked in the second group. We
have derived the following two scaling laws for the ther-
mal energy confinement time τsc according to the range of
ne0/neL [9]

τsc1= 0.0808I0.91
p B0.11

t n0.28
eL P−0.59

L R1.73M0.27ε0.54κ0.41
a

: 1.0 < ne0/neL < 1.1, (1)

τsc2= 0.0653I0.90
p B0.08

t n0.34
eL P−0.63

L R1.78M0.16ε0.41κ0.72
a

: 1.1 < ne0/neL < 1.6. (2)

Here, units and notations are τsc[s], Ip[MA], Bt[T],
neL[1019 m−3], PL:loss power[MW], R:major radius[m],
M:ion mass number, and ε:inverse aspect ratio. Although
the difference in exponent for each variable is small from
the IPB98(y,2) scaling, the standard deviations σ (σ2 =

N−1Σ(τth/τsc − 1)2, here N is the number of points, and
τth is the thermal energy confinement time) are reduced in
comparison with the IPB98(y,2) base: the value of σ for
the flat density profile case has been reduced from 0.104
to 0.102, and that for the peaked density case has been
reduced from 0.178 to 0.167. It is known that the peak-
ing factor in density profiles plays an important role in
anomalous transport induced by microinstabilities. In ad-
dition, Te/Ti is considered to be a crucial quantity related
to the dynamics pertaining to ion temperature gradient
(ITG) mode, electron temperature gradient (ETG) mode
and trapped electron mode (TEM). Figure 1 shows his-
tograms of τth/τsc1 (flat density case) and τth/τsc2 (peaked
density case) for Te0/Ti0 < 1 andTe0/Ti0 > 1. For discharges
with Te0/Ti0 < 1, the number of points with large τth/τsc2

increases in the peaked density case (Fig. 1 (c)) by com-
parison with the flat density case (Fig. 1 (a)), and therefore
the peaked density profile improves the confinement for
Te0/Ti0 < 1. On the other hand in the case of Te0/Ti0 > 1,
the peaked density profile degrades the confinement, since
the number of points with small τth/τsc2 increase in the
peaked density case (Fig. 1 (d)). These indicate that Te0/Ti0

dependence is more prominent in the peaked density case.
Keep in mind there also exist the small number of im-
proved confinement data even for Te0/Ti0 > 1. We will dis-
cuss about these data in section 3 and 5.

3. Scaling Expression Including Te/Ti
Term and its Implications on Active
Microinstabilities
Having a rudimentary insight on the possible role of

Te0/Ti0 on the confinement, we have elaborated a scaling
law that incorporates the Te0/Ti0 term. We treat the data
of peaked density discharges, because of their clear vari-
ation against Te/Ti as shown in the previous section. Be-
sides the Te/Ti ratio other nondimensional variables [10],
namely (BtR1.25), (neL/nGW∗) = (neL/nGW)× (0.5/a)0.25 and
q = 2.5(1+κ2a)(Bta2/RIp) are taken in. The figure of merit

Fig. 1 Histograms of τth/τsc1 for flat density case (upper row),
and those of τth/τsc2 for peaked density case (lower row).
Te0/Ti0 < 1 data are shown in (a) and (c). Te0/Ti0 > 1 data
are shown in (b) and (d).

related to the enhancement in confinement was defined as
(τth/τsc2 − 1)/(Te0/Ti0 − 1), and we assumed that it is writ-
ten in a form (τth/τsc2 − 1)/(Te0/Ti0 − 1) = C× (BtR1.25)α ×
(neL/nGW∗)β × qγ. Next, the database was divided into
two regions (A): (τth/τsc2 − 1)/(Te0/Ti0 − 1)< 0 and (B):
(τth/τsc2 − 1)/(Te0/Ti0 − 1)> 0. In (A) range, the increase
in Te0/Ti0 leads deterioration of thermal confinement, on
the other hand, in (B) range, the confinement is improved
even for Te0/Ti0 > 1. The dependences on neL/nGW∗ and
q were weak, and the following confinement expressions
have been heuristically obtained in each range [9]:

τsc3=τsc2 × {1−0.157×(Te0/Ti0−1)×(BtR
1.25)0.59}

: (τth/τsc2 − 1)/(Te0/Ti0 − 1) < 0, (3)

τsc4=τsc2×{1+0.913×(Te0/Ti0−1)×(BtR
1.25)−0.81}

: (τth/τsc2 − 1)/(Te0/Ti0 − 1) > 0. (4)

The derived scaling was applied to the database from
AUG and JET, and the fitting result is shown in Fig. 2
where the standard deviation σ is 0.132. The exclusion
of Te0/Ti0 term increased the value of σ to 0.167, whereas
RMSE for IPB98(y,2) is 15.6%. This result suggests that
in both (A) and (B) ranges, the Te0/Ti0 dependences are
found.

Since the effect of Te0/Ti0 is remarkable in peaked-
density discharges, we have next examined the effect of
ne0/neL for the (A) region. The correcting term f =
−0.157 × (Te0/Ti0 − 1) × (BtR1.25)0.59 in Eq. (3) was plot-
ted against ne0/neL in Fig. 3. We find that the peaked den-
sity profiles contribute to an improvement of confinement
for the ion heating cases i.e., in low value of Te0/Ti0 range,
while the peaked density profiles degrade the confinement
in high value of Te0/Ti0 range. Dedicated experiments to
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Fig. 2 Fitted data on scaling laws indicated in Eqs. (3) and (4)
that include the contributions of Te0/Ti0 for peaked den-
sity discharges.

Fig. 3 Dependence of the correction term of the scaling law in-
dicated in Eq. (3) on ne0/neL for high and low values of
temperature ratio.

investigate into the influence of electron heating in AUG
also corroborated the regression results performed in our
work [11].

4. Qualitative Validation of Regres-
sion Results with Gyrokinetic Code
and Transport Model
GS2 and GLF23 calculations have been undertaken,

in order to validate the above regression results and to un-
derstand the related physics behind. The GS2 code [5] is
a gyrokinetic code that resolves low-frequency turbulence
in magnetized plasmas, and it is widely used to assess the
microinstability of plasmas in a variety of configurations.
Linear and quasilinear properties of the fastest growing
mode at several prescribed wavenumbers have been cal-
culated independently in our work, as mentioned below.

Figure 4 shows the results of linear GS2 runs under the

Fig. 4 Results of GS2 linear analysis: (a) normalized real fre-
quency and (b) normalized linear growth rate as functions
of normalized wave number. Non adiabatic case (solid
symbol) is compared with adiabatic-electron case (open
symbol) for various temperature ratio, Te/Ti = 0.67 (�),
1.0 (Δ) and 1.2 (©).

adiabatic-electron case and the nonadiabatic case. Equilib-
rium option of the “s-alpha model” for low-β plasma [5]
was employed with the representative parameters: R/a =
2.7, r/a = 0.5, q = 1.7 and s = 0.84. Here r is the mi-
nor radius, and s is the magnetic shear. The normalized
density and temperature gradients were chosen as R/Ln

= 3.0 and R/LTi = R/LTe = 5.5. In practice, the range
of 0.1< kθρi < 1.0 corresponding to ITG/TEM modes has
been examined. Here, kθ is the wave number in the poloidal
direction and ρi is the ion Larmor radius. The real fre-
quency ω and the growth rate γ are normalized to vt/a
where vt = (Ti/mi)0.5. The influence of flow shear has
not been considered for simplicity. Figure 4 (a) shows the
wave-number dependence of normalized real frequency of
the fastest growing mode, where negative (positive) real
frequency indicates the propagation in the electron (ion)
diamagnetic direction in accordance with the output from
GS2 calculation. The dominant instability changes from
ITG mode to TEM at kθρi = 0.5 for the nonadiabatic case.
Figure 4 (b) illustrates that the normalized growth rate in-
creases with the value of Te/Ti for kθρi < 0.5. This trend of
Te/Ti dependence agrees well with the regression analysis
result for the (A) range. The effect of kinetic electrons has
been examined by comparing the results for the nonadia-
batic case and those for the adiabatic-electron case. The
kinetic electrons enhance the growth rate for kθρi < 0.5.
Thus, not only ITG turbulence but also ITG/TEM turbu-
lence can degrade the thermal confinement further with an
increase in Te/Ti. On the other hand, for kθρi > 0.5, TEM
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Fig. 5 Examples of (a) auxiliary heating profile and (b) the tem-
perature profiles as results of the heating profiles. Here,
density peaking factor ne0/neL is 1.21.

Fig. 6 Electron density profiles used for simulation with GLF23.

is destabilized with a decrease in Te/Ti. The relation to the
confinement property is to be studied in future.

Next the GLF23 transport model module was imple-
mented in the transport code TOPICS [12], and transport
simulations have been performed to compare with the re-
sults of regression analysis and GS2 calculation. GLF23
model [6] was originally developed to predict the core tem-
perature profiles in tokamaks, and it is reported that the
estimated growth rates of turbulence agree well with gyro-
kinetic linear stability codes.

The geometry as well as the anticipated parameters for
JT-60SA has been herein chosen. The major discharge pa-
rameters are Ip = 2.3 MA, Bt =1.7 T, q95 = 4.7, κ = 1.9 and
δ = 0.49. At ρ = 0.5, q = 1.7 and s = 0.84 as the same as is
the calculation with GS2. The value of Te0/Ti0 is varied by
changing the ratio between heating power deposition for
electrons and ions. Examples of auxiliary heating profiles
and the temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 5. The de-
pendence of HH factor on Te0/Ti0 in four different density
profiles has been investigated. Here, HH factor is defined
as HH = τth/τIPB98(y,2). The density profile is fixed during
a simulation run as shown in Fig. 6. The normalized den-
sity gradient R/Ln is 3.1 at ρ = 0.5 for the density profile
with ne0/neL = 1.26. The influences of alpha stabilization
and E × B shear stabilization [6] are included. The alpha
stabilization decreases a little HH factor for the positive
magnetic shear plasma, while the E × B shear stabilization
works to slightly increase HH factor. Figure 7 indicates

Fig. 7 HH factor against Te0/Ti0 calculated by GLF23 in differ-
ent density profiles.

that there is little Te0/Ti0 dependence for the flat density
profile, as the same as in the regression analysis. With an
increase in density peaking factor, the effect of Te0/Ti0 be-
comes prominent, and the increase in Te0/Ti0 deteriorates
the thermal energy confinement. This result agrees with
the trend of Te/Ti dependence (A) in the regression analy-
sis, and with the linear GS2 calculation.

5. Conclusions and Discussions
The influence of Te/Ti was investigated through

the regression analysis, using the international H-mode
database. As a consequence, it was suggested that for dis-
charges with peaked density profiles, the thermal confine-
ment deteriorate with the increase in Te0/Ti0.

In addition to the regression analysis, the influence of
Te/Ti has been examined with GS2 and GLF23 codes. The
numerical simulations using GS2 demonstrate the trend
whereby the increase in Te/Ti enhances ITG/TEM trans-
port. In addition, the simulations with GLF23 shows that
in the flat density profile case, the effect of Te/Ti is obscure,
whereas in the peaked density case, HH factor decreases
with an increase in Te/Ti. For these reasons, both codes
agree with the results from the regression analysis.

In section 2 and 3, the existence of the data improved
confinement even for Te/Ti > 1 has been suggested. We
have found that the TEM instability for kθρi > 0.5 is sup-
pressed by an increase in Te/Ti. In a plasma where ITG
mode would play a minor role in the transport, this effect of
Te/Ti on TEM could improve the confinement asTe/Ti in-
creases. The further work is required to explore the above
speculation
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